Accomplishments
(Be specific - what was accomplished and who participated)

The whole team attended an on-site meeting with Control4 for hardware setup training and received some user manuals. Sean contacted the other team that is working with Control4. We need to communicate with them about integration since they are developing the software supporting cell phone and PDA platforms. The team also completed the Software Requirements Specification and Project Plan documents.

Goals & Priorities
(List short- and long-term goals in decreasing order of importance.)

Short-term goals:
Obtain office key and obtain/setup hardware in office
Complete Software Design Specification version 1 (high level)
Choose Web Server with the other team

Long-term goals:
Stage 1 release

Needs
(List any help you need from upper management.)

Receive documentation about the specific format of calls we make to interact with Control4's Controllers.
Receive a Controller and some various hardware and sensors from Control4 to set up a lab.